98-Nav-A1 - Fundamentals of Naval Architecture

Prime Text:

Supplementary Texts:

98-Nav-A2 - Hydrodynamics of Ships (I): Resistance and Propulsion


98-Nav-A3 - Hydrodynamics of Ships (II): Ship Motion

Prime Texts:

Supplementary Text:

98-Nav-A4 - Ship Structure and Strength of Ships


98-Nav-A5 - Ship Design

Prime Text:

Supplementary Texts:


as defined

**98Nav-B1 - Applied Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer (98-Mec A1)**
as defined

*Prime Text:*

*Supplementary Text:*


**98-Nav-B3 - Small Commercial Ships**
*Prime Text:*

*Supplementary Texts:*


**98-Nav-B4 - Advanced Structural Analysis**

**98-Nav-B5 - Ship Production and Shipyard Management**
*Prime Texts:*

Supplementary Texts:


98-Nav-B6 - Design and Manufacture of Machine Elements (98-Mec-A5)
as defined

98-Nav-B7 - Environmental Control in Ships (98-Mar-B2)

Prime Texts:


Supplementary Texts:

Carrier and Trane Systems Manuals. (ASHRAE Handbooks).